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The most popular devices for attenuation of mechanical vibrations are dampers or shock
absorbers. Two main energy dissipation strategies can be generally distinguished: passive
and active (semi-active). Passive vibration isolation methods are the most commonly used,
mainly because of their simplicity and low maintenance costs. Among passive vibration
attenuation techniques, also Particle Impact Dampers (PID) are involved. Classical PID
solutions have some certain limitations. This paper aims at presenting the new concept of
an adaptive tuned PID damper that can pretend to be placed among semi-active energy
dissipation methods.
Keywords: particles impact damper, adaptive-passive damping, smart materials, granular
materials

1.

Introduction

Nowadays, “smart” materials have a signiﬁcant impact on the engineering industries. Their
biggest advantage over classical structures is the possibility of changing physical properties according to the external factor. Typical examples of smart structures are: piezoelectrics, shape
memory alloys, rheological ﬂuids (MRF and ERF) or Vacuum Packed Particles (Bartkowski
et al., 2019). Due to the dangerous resonance eﬀect, intelligent materials are often involved in
the semi-active damping of mechanical vibration processes. Many of popular energy attenuation
devices are composed of various types of ﬂuids or advanced structural materials that dissipate
energy basing on elongation/compression or shearing modes. Another group of devices incorporate friction phenomena as a main damping factor. In these cases, temperature and wear of
materials play an important role in damping properties. To avoid the previously mentioned problems, the particle damping method seems to be especially eﬀective. Particle Impact Damping
(PID) strategies have been successfully implemented in civil and vehicles engineering, various
machinery ﬁelds and aerospace. Although the PID technology is rapidly developing, it is still
a form of passive additional mass type damping technique which, in some sense, exhibits some
disadvantage over semi-active damping strategies. Usually, particle damping reveals temperature
independent behavior. Since 1937, when Paget proposed the PID technique as a competitive to
other popular vibration attenuation methods, granular dampers are still improved (Paget, 1937).
For example, a paper by Du (2017) describes the advantages of the PID damper equipped
with additional springs. A mathematical model of such an object was proposed and an experimental tests were carried out for the model veriﬁcation. The results showed that the application
of additional damping elements could improve damping capabilities of the investigated system
leading to reduction of the vibration amplitude up to 80% in the resonant range. Various approaches to the mathematical modeling proceses of PID devices can be found in the world
literature. They mainly focus on representing the damping eﬀect in the particular system undergoing unwanted vibrations (Snoun and Trigui, 2018; Lei etal, 2018). Despite the simplicity of the
principle of a device based on the loose particles, it can be concluded that the phenomena occurring in it are rather complex. Other approaches to PID problems compare the extraordinary
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granular ﬂow inside the investigated system to the ﬂow typical for the gas state. Such a solution
allows one to describe the damping phenomenon as a function depending on: mass, volume,
restitution coeﬃcient and excitation frequency (Zhang etal, 2016a; Du and Wang, 2010). PID
types and their variations are generally used in long, slender, and relatively light objects. Wind
turbines are typical examples where granular damping seems to be particularly eﬃcient (Zhang
et al., 2016b; Chen and Georgakis, 2013), which is discussed in detail in (Fitzgerald et al., 2018;
Hussan et al., 2018). The previously mentioned papers conﬁrmed the possibilities of using PID
in such elements to reduce vibrations in unexpected ranges. In this paper, the authors present
an innovative solution that employs a Particle Impact Damper to change the dynamic properties
of the vibrating cantilever beam in an adaptive-passive way. It is possible thanks to the special
design of the damping device enabling rapid changes in the volume of the container ﬁlled with
a granular material.

2.

Idea of the adaptive tuned PID

Basing on the previously mentioned papers, it can be stated that the damping properties of PIDs
are strongly dependent on the volume of the container, where the loose particles can interact.
This feature inﬂuences the ﬁlling ratio and the character of collisions between single grains
and the casing. In this paper, the authors propose an innovative prototype of PID, where the
volume of the device can be rapidly changed thanks to the pressure controlled adaptive chamber
(Zalewski and Żurawski, 2019). A detailed scheme of the discussed damper is depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Scheme of ATPID

The proposed Adaptive Passive Particle Impact Damper (ATPID) is an adjustable vibration
attenuator enabling the user to change dynamic properties of vibrating elements. The proposed
device consists of rigid casing (1), air valve (2), two movable diaphragams (3), (4), two springs
(5), (6), expansible balloon (7), loose particles (8). The ATPID can be divided into three separate
subsections (9), (10), (11). In the middle section (9), the rubber balloon (7) ﬁlled with loose
grains (8) is located. The central section of the device is limited by two movable membranes
(3), (4) connected by appropriate springs (5), (6) attached to the outer walls of the casing. The
proposed solution allows the user to control the expansion of the rubber element by pumping
it in and out. The possibility of changing the volume of the rubber element by connecting it
to the external pump results in dynamical and fully controlled changes of the volume of the
compartment where the particles collisions take place. Such a mechanism allows for introducing
an innovative semi-active damping of vibrations strategy. To conﬁrm the eﬀectiveness of the
proposed damping methodology, a special test stand was designed and developed. It consisted of
a cantilever beam and an additional ATPID element that could be ﬁxed along its entire length.
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3.

The model

For the preliminary approach, a 2-DOF mathematical model was assumed (1). In Fig. 2, a
mechanical scheme of the model is presented. M denotes the reduced mass of the beam and the
ATPID element. The values of stiﬀness K and damping C parameters of the considered beam

Fig. 2. Mathematical model

were deﬁned basing on the initial experimental results. Mp stands for the mass of the grains
material. The value of the Kp parameter was captured experimentally for the turned oﬀ ATPID
element and was assumed to be constant during experiments
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Additional damping Cp , resulting from inelastic collisions of the grains can be described as
Cp = CATPID (L, h, ẋp , f, α, ρp , d, e)A(t) + Cp0

(3.2)

where CATPID is a damping coeﬃcient dependent on the volume of the container and particles
ratio α, Cp0 is an initial damping of the system for the compacted grains (ATPID is turned
oﬀ), e – the restitution coeﬃcient, L and h – geometrical parameters, xp – velocity of particles,
f – excitation frequency, ρp – density of particles, d – diameter of grains. A(t) is activation
function (3.3) depicted in Fig. 3
a(t − tstart )
[H(t − tstart ) − H(t − t2 )] + aH(t − t2 )
t1
a(t − tstop )
−
[H(t − tstop ) − H(t − t4 )] − aH(t − t4 )
t3

A(t) =

(3.3)

where: a – amplitude, t – time, t1 – activation time, t2 – operating time, t3 – deactivation time,
t4 – time of the turned oﬀ state, tstart – turning on time, tstop – turning oﬀ time, H – Heaviside
function.
In this paper, the authors do not want to focus on the detailed description of the calibration
process of the CATPID parameter value. The problem is quite complex and demands carrying
out additional laboratory tests including various volumes of the grains container. The value of
the considered parameter was determined experimentally only for the “on” and “oﬀ” states of
the damper separately (compacted and fully released state). In this preliminary approach, the
additional assumption was made that the CATPID paremeters variations are a linear function of
the container volume. Such an approach is an obvious simpliﬁcation and will be subjected to
further investigations. The main objective of this paper is just to reveal the innovative adaptive
passive controlling properties of the investigated ATPID system.
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Fig. 3. Activation function

Fig. 4. Comparison of experiments and simulation; (a) t1 = 4.5 s, (b) t2 = 1.5 s

4.

Experiments and simulations

The most important stage of the research was the analysis of beam vibrations in the resonance
range during the switching “on” and “oﬀ” of the ATPID. Two diﬀerent activation functions
were taken into consideration in this paper. They correspond to the fully inﬂating time of the
balloon in 4.5 s and 1.5 s, respectively.
The experimentaly investigated cantilever beam with a rectangular cros-section (width
35 mm, high 3 mm) and length 500 mm was subjected to a kinematic excitation. The vibrations of the investigated element were measured by an accelerometer. For the considered case,
the applied resonant excitation frequency was 2.74 Hz, where the amplitude was 10 mm.
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During the laboratory tests, the tip of the beam displacement was measured by the accelerometer. Typical experimental results are depicted in Fig. 4. Captured and simmulated waveforms
of the investigated element (Figs. 4a and 4b) correspond to various actiavation times: 4.5 s and
1.5 s, respectively. In this preliminary approach, the mass of granular material Mp was constant
and assumed as 10% of the global system.
Basing on the veriﬁcation of experimental and numerical data, it can be found that the activation of ATPID elements reasonably reduces the resonance amplitudes. We can also observe
that the real behavior of the beam slightly diﬀers from the numerically calculated response.
Although the previously mentioned assumption related to the linear character of CATPID parameter changes in function of the compartment volume is valid for the “turning on” state, the
real behavior of the system is more complex than the model response. It is specially visible in
the “turning oﬀ” state, where nonlinearity of the “viscous” phenomenon is observable.

5.

Conslusions

This paper presents an innovative Particle Impact Damper design that thanks to the possibility
of controlling in real time the volume of the device allows for introducing new semi-active
damping strategies. The detailed construction and laboratory tests of the ATPID damper was
presented and its working rule was discussed.
In the activation function (Fig. 3), the turning “on” and “oﬀ” time was assumed as 4.5 and
1.5 seconds. The experimentally measured time was 5.4 s and 1.9 s, respectively. The activation
stage for the ATPID is well represented by the simplest 2-DOF mathematical model. More
visible discrepancies are observed in the deactivation process where “inertia” of the granular
media and the inelastic character of intergranular collisions play a more important role. It is
worth mentioning that the application of the ATPID element reduced the resonance amplitude
of the system by more than 40%.
The proposed innovative damping strategy can be easily implemented in various dynamical systems consisting of long, slender and light elements such as wind turbines or other civil
engineering applications. ATPID devices seem to be especially eﬃcient in damping of resonant
frequencies of various shaped elements working in demanding environmental conditions such as
high temperatures.
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